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Summary: Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) are increasingly used for topographic mapping. Despite the flexibility gained when using those devices, one has to invest more effort for ground control measurements compared to conventional photogrammetric airborne data acquisition, because positioning devices on UAVs are generally less accurate. Additionally, the limited quality of employed end-user cameras asks for self-calibration, which might cause some problems as well. A good distribution of ground control points (GCPs) is not only needed to solve for the absolute orientation of the image block in the desired coordinate frame, but also to mitigate block deformation effects which are resulting mainly from remaining systematic errors in the camera calibration. In this paper recent developments in the UAV-hardware market are picked up: some providers equip fixed-wing UAVs with RTK-GNSS-enabled 2-frequency receivers and set up a processing pipeline which allows them to promise an absolute block orientation in a similar accuracy range as through traditional indirect sensor orientation. Besides the analysis of the actually obtainable accuracy, when one of those systems is used, we examine the effect different flight directions and altitudes (cross flight) have onto the bundle adjustment. For this purpose two test areas have been prepared and flown with a fixed-wing UAV. Results are promising: not only the absolute image orientation gets significantly enhanced when the RTK-option is used, also block deformation is reduced. However, remaining offsets originating from time synchronization or camera event triggering should be considered during flight planning. In flat terrains a cross flight pattern helps to enhance results because of better and more reliable self-calibration.
1 Introduction

The derivation of topographic information from unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) is becoming increasingly interesting for routine tasks in the geomatics domain. Digital surface models (DSM) or ortho images are standard products. Especially for the acquisition of relatively large image blocks (some 100+ hectares) small fixed-wing UAVs are used (Colomin 

A & Molina 2014). In this paper we use the term UAV, but in literature we find also terms like UAS (unmanned aerial system) or RPAS (remotely piloted aerial system). In the scope of this article all those abbreviations are treated as synonyms. More specifically we refer to small UAV which are devices with an overall weight of up to 25 kg (Nex & Remondino 2014, Watts et al. 2012). Small UAVs being easily deployed require only small training efforts and in many countries regulations are in place which allow for a convenient permission issuance.

The main advantages of small UAVs over traditional (manned) airborne-based mapping are: i) flexibility – individual flight patterns can be realized; ii) unrivalled image resolution – a ground pixel size of 5 cm, mostly smaller, can easily be achieved; iii) ease of use – with a small training effort, state-of-the-art devices can be operated even by laymen. However, compared to established workflows based on manned airborne photography, some issues need to be considered. Because of weight and cost restrictions, sensor devices used in UAVs (positioning, camera) are normally of much lower quality compared to professional sensors employed in manned airborne systems. This has as the consequence that in order to achieve the best accuracy for the final mapping product, a significant amount of work concerning signalization and measurement of ground control points (GCPs) is needed. In this context some recent developments concerning GNSS localization are interesting: there is the tendency towards RTK (Real Time Kinematic) devices being integrated onboard commercially available UAV. This means that in fact, survey-grade direct sensor positioning of UAV images is available for the mass market. Opposed to DGPS, which only considers code-based observations in addition to differential corrections, the RTK approach incorporates phase measurements which promise an absolute accuracy in the sub-cm range.

Another issue to be addressed when capturing UAV-based image blocks is the necessity to estimate intrinsic camera parameters during bundle adjustment (self-calibration). This process adds another source of uncertainty, because the physical stability of the camera as such is unknown. Moreover, if the area of interest is largely flat, the estimate of the principal distance might be very inaccurate due to the high correlation of the Z-component and focal length in nadir viewing geometry. From literature we know that so-called cross flight patterns and different flying heights might render the self-calibration process more reliably (Cramer 2001).

In this paper we present results from experiments which were conducted in several setups in order to address the practically relevant questions concerning a) the influence of cross flight patterns on the overall bundle block adjustment quality and b) the role of GCP distribution on the ground, especially in conjunction with using a RTK-GNSS-enabled commercial fixed-wing UAV. In addition, we analyse the impact those different configurations have on the camera self-calibration.

In an earlier work by Pryzbilla et al. (2015) already some of the points were addressed. In the paper at hand the experiments are explained in more detail and extended towards a more quantitative evaluation of the RTK-based localization solution and different flight configurations. To this end, several test scenarios, applied in different terrain, are defined and analysed.
In the next section some related research on UAV image block orientation, both using indirect methods, but also referring to onboard positioning solutions, is described. Section 3 elaborates on the data processing workflow as implemented by the system used in our experiments. The subsequent section describes the datasets used, while section 5 focusses on the results. The last section provides some discussion and conclusions.

2 Related Work

In many related papers the usage of GCPs to support indirect sensor orientation of UAV-based image blocks is analysed. One consideration refers to the positional accuracy which is needed at GCPs.

If pixel-level absolute accuracy is aimed for in image orientation, it implies a need for appropriate reference information. Nowadays, a GSD of 2 cm – 3 cm is easily achievable in UAV projects, meaning that 3D points on the ground need to be measured with at least state-of-the-art GNSS-RTK technology or engineering surveying methods based on total stations. In addition there is a need to differentiate between approaches which only apply a 3D-similarity transform to the entire UAV-image block and those which employ control information within the bundle block adjustment, e.g. as soft constraints. The former one is in principle easier to realize but keeps the risk that block deformations within the initial UAV-solution do not get adjusted (Re- mondino 2014). In other papers, large errors are reported especially in the Z-component when only a 3D-similarity transform is performed (Nocerino et al. 2013, Rumpfer et al. 2014). When GCPs were introduced into the bundle adjustment the errors were reduced by a factor of 3, and they became even smaller when oblique images were used. Those oblique images provide an image block geometry which also supports self-calibration (Nocerino et al. 2013).

However, to reduce the workload when dealing with UAV campaigns the desire to obtain reliable results, but without large effort on ground control measurements, is obvious. In literature we find many different approaches to obtain reliable and accurate image orientation parameters within the given mapping frame, but without the use of GCPs and advanced onboard positioning hardware. Förstner & Steffen (2007) used an existing DSM to fine-register an UAV-block based on the UAV-derived DSM. Although they achieved overall good quality in their experiment, the block deformation issue remains unsolved and the requirements on the terrain as such are quite demanding, because the terrain structure should show height gradients in different directions and of different strength to allow for an unambiguous and adequate co-registration. More recently, Yang & Chen (2015) co-registered a point cloud derived from UAV-based image sequences to LiDAR data over urban areas. Building outlines are detected in the images as well in order to colourize the LiDAR-based point cloud. The image orientation was performed with an average error of about 0.5 pixels, as reported for different test sites. This is a reasonable result, but still there is a need for existing LiDAR data and demands on the topography are similar to the ones listed in Förstner & Steffen (2007). This observation leaves us with the conclusion that, in order to have a generally applicable workflow for indirect orientation of UAV image blocks, still individual, highly accurate GCPs are needed, possibly in combination with a flight configuration which supports accurate self-calibration.

Other works analysed methods on how onboard GNSS and IMU can be integrated in the UAV workflow, in order to derive a better direct estimation of the position and attitude of the aircraft. Pfeifer et al. (2012) performed some preliminary tests using a low-cost onboard IMU and GNSS receiver and achieved a platform position accuracy better than 1 m. Eling et al. (2014) describe a prototype where RTK-GNSS, a second GNSS receiver for heading estimation, and a low cost IMU (MEMS-based) are integrated into a real-time position estimation approach. In the experiments the authors achieved a standard deviation of 1 cm to 2 cm in position and up to 1.5° in absolute angle measurements. Rehak et al. (2014) report about a similar system and obtained similar accuracy values, but the system was not capable of delivering results in
real-time. A different approach to direct sensor orientation is to use visual odometry, i.e. to employ stereo cameras for accurate (relative) attitude and position estimation. Schneider et al. (2014) combine such a method with RTK-GNSS to solve for the unknown position, rotation and scale within the mapping frame.

While the mentioned literature describes successful research prototypes, we can also observe that today UAV-vendors offer complete systems which integrate survey-grade RTK-GNSS localization on board the UAV. For instance, the Topcon B110 board is used in the Mavinci Sirius Pro, and the Sensefly Ebee RTK (Mavinci 2015, SenseFly SA 2015). Research showed that with this RTK-GNSS board it is possible in principle to assign to each camera exposure a position estimation in the range of 2 cm to 3 cm accuracy, i.e. much better than a standard DGPS solution (Baumker et al. 2013). By now many more UAV-system vendors offer RTK-GNSS-enabled systems. However, in 2014, when the experiments for this paper were conducted, only the Mavinci system was available.

Within the bundle adjustment the RTK-GNSS observations assigned to each image would not only help to solve for the exterior image orientation in the given mapping frame, but also mitigate block deformation effects. Although the aforementioned research papers proved the positive influence of those direct observations onto the bundle block adjustment, a systematic analysis of commercially available systems has still not been carried out to our knowledge. The use of commercial systems has the advantage that experiments can be reproduced and have a larger relevance for practical applications.

3 Details on the RTK-supported Workflow

Many factors influence the accuracy of the position which is assigned to an image taken during the UAV flight. As the GNSS-RTK board can deliver an absolute position at 2 cm to 3 cm error level, the goal must be to minimize the remaining error coming from uncertainties of the relative alignment of the sensors on board of the UAV and data processing. The following components play an important role in this respect: calibration of offset from camera projection centre to antenna phase centre (bore-sight alignment), attitude of plane during exposure time, time synchronization, and last but not least a method to identify blunders during bundle adjustment.

As our dataset is from the Mavinci Sirius Pro system, we give details about the workflow implemented by this provider. The calibration of offsets from the camera projection centre to the GNSS antenna in the plane coordinate system is done during the manufacturing of the UAV, and cannot be repeated by the end user. In addition to the offset which assumes a horizontally positioned airplane, the attitude (yaw,

Fig. 1: Example block with images coloured according to the weights of the respective GNSS observations in the bundle adjustment: blue: estimated GNSS position accepted, position introduced with original weight; red: estimated absolute camera position with low weight in the bundle adjustment.
pitch, roll) is needed for each point in time to accurately correct for the lever arm offset. To this end, a MEMS-based INS sensor is used. For this task, but also to relate the correct exposure time to GNSS time, synchronization of all critical events is indispensable. Absolute positions, obtained from combined GNSS and IMU observations, are delivered at 100 Hz. Without interpolation of the positions this frequency would already lead to an error of up to 20 cm, depending on the flight speed. An additional uncertainty emerges from the fact that end-user cameras very often just work according to a rolling shutter principle, i.e. an optimal triggering needs to take into account the time delay occurring here. A permanent link from the ground control unit needs to be available in order to provide the UAV with the RTK-GNSS information and enable a real-time computation of the position and attitude parameters.

The last major issue concerns the actual absolute positioning accuracy of each single position observation assigned to the individual camera shots. In an iterative procedure outliers are identified. In case of the Mavinci system this iterative bundle adjustment is implemented in the Photoscan software package (Agisoft 2015). Initially all position parameters are included in the adjustment as observations with a pre-defined standard deviation of 2 cm in the horizontal plane and 3 cm in height. Detailed information on the workflow implemented in the software is not available. However, it can be assumed that after bundle adjustment the positional residuals are analysed and for all images showing large differences, the weight is decreased (i.e. the standard deviation increased) and the bundle adjustment is repeated. This process is iterated until the residuals of all remaining images with high weight are below a predefined threshold. In this way not only errors from the RTK solution (for instance caused by non-solved phase ambiguities) are taken into account, but in general also uncertainties originating from the entire calibration and correction process. In Fig. 1 an example image block is shown, indicating by colour for which image the provided position parameters are considered as being accurate (blue). Mostly the projection centre coordinates are introduced into the adjustment; IMU-based observations only play a minor role within the workflow because of lower quality. As automatically extracted points support tying images, this way in which GNSS-RTK measurements are included might be called partially integrated sensor orientation (Jacobsen 2004).

As far as the source of reference information for the realization of the RTK-solution is concerned, the vendors advise to set up a temporary reference station close to or in the area of interest in order to achieve a high accuracy.

4 Datasets

Two UAV datasets were acquired in early 2014. While area 1 (stockpile) is characterized by large height variations and sandy/rocky terrain, in area 2 (Zollern) we find several buildings in a largely flat terrain. Both datasets reflect usual application areas for fixed-wing UAV projects.

Area 1 (stockpile): Data acquisition took place in April 2014. The area is close to the German city of Duisburg, covers 1100 × 600 m², and the height difference between the highest and the lowest point equals 50 m. The employed Mavinci Sirius Pro UAV, which is equipped with the mentioned 2-frequency GNSS receiver board, including RTK capabilities, was programmed to deliver a forward overlap of 85%, and a sidelap of 65% at 105 m average flight height. The Panasonic LumixGX1-Pan-
cake14mm-PRO camera took in total 1900 images, at an average GSD of 2.7 cm. In addition to the North-South flight realized in the described pattern, a smaller block, covering 20% of the area, was captured in a West-East direction at 75 m average height, refer to Fig. 2. A temporary GNSS reference station was installed within the area.

Area 2 (Zollern): This dataset was acquired in the framework of the ISPRS scientific initiative ISPRS Benchmark For Multi-Platform Photogrammetry (Nex et al. 2015) in May 2014. The test site covers an area of 500 × 350 m² and contains mostly historic buildings of a former coal mine, which today are used as museums. Except for two mine head tow-
ers, no significant height variation is present. The flight parameters are similar to the ones used in area 1, refer to Fig. 3 for an overview. An important operational difference to area 1 is the access only to a regular Mavinci Sirius, without the GNSS-RTK option, hence this dataset was only used to analyse the impact of the cross-flight pattern and GCP distribution. The camera used was of the same type as in area 1, but it was actually a different device.

Reference
For both areas well distributed 3D points were acquired. While in area 1 a standard RTK-GNSS system-based workflow was employed (35 points @ 3 cm standard deviation (3D)), in area 2 a static GNSS procedure was used to capture 34 points @ 2 cm standard deviation.

5 Experiments
Two different sets of experiments were carried out. The first one refers to the case where the UAV-based RTK-option is not used, but concentrates on the effect the cross-flight pattern has on the bundle block accuracy, and compares different GCP configurations. For this setup both datasets were employed. The second set of experiments additionally takes into account the RTK-option, while the remaining parameters are the same as in the first set. As the RTK-option was only available in area 1, this second part is only done with the stockpile dataset. Another important analysis concerns the impact that all different configurations have on self-calibration.
5.1 Cross Flight and GCP Distribution

The first set of experiments does not make use of the RTK-option provided by the UAV system, but assumes a traditional setup, where only ground control points are provided. The main objective of this first analysis concerns two questions: a) how does the number and distribution of GCP influence the accuracy, and b) does the flight pattern with cross layout and two different heights have an influence of the final bundle accuracy? To brighten those questions in both test areas four different configurations are tested: to use only four 3D points as GCPs and to use about half of measured points as GCPs (17 and 18 in areas 1 and 2, respectively), and in addition those two setups were evaluated with and without the additional images from the cross flight. To analyse the accuracy, the X Y Z residuals at the remaining check points, i.e. all measured 3D points which have not been used for the bundle block adjustment, are used. In all setups an individual self-calibration, including estimation of lens distortion parameters, was conducted.

In Fig. 4 RMSE values are shown, separated into horizontal RMSE, vertical RMSE and the combined 3D RMSE. While the left half shows results from area 1 (stockpile), the right half refers to area 2 (Zollern). The respective left columns refer to experiments where the additional images from the cross flights are used, while the right columns show results from the main flight only. All RMSE values, also for the next section, are summarized in Tab. 1. In area 1 the cross flight pattern does not have a significant impact on the overall accuracy. We only observe a typical error reduction when more GCPs are used: The 3D RMSE decreases from more than 20 cm to about 8 cm. Especially the errors in height are large when only 4 GCPs are used: while the XY RMSE is below 5 cm, the RMSE in the Z component is about 20 cm, but it decreases down to 8 cm if 18 GCPs are used.

In area 2 the positive effect of the cross flight pattern onto the overall accuracy, but in particular onto the height accuracy, is obvious: already using only 4 GCPs in the cross pattern we obtain an overall 3D-RMSE of 3 cm, while it is almost 17 cm if only one flying height and -direction is used. The influence on the planimetric accuracy, however, is less significant. The reduction of the height error in the 4-GCP-case after using the additional images from the cross flight is large: the RMSE in Z is 16.5 cm without the use of the second image set and decreases to 2.4 cm when these images are used. In the next section we will elaborate
on the question whether these large $Z$-errors are caused by block deformation. When more GCPs are used, however, the difference between the two configurations concerning the use of the cross flight disappears. In both sets we reach the limit of our evaluation procedure: given that the ground control measurements have a standard deviation of 2 cm, and the theoretical accuracy of points measured in the UAV image block is at the GSD-level ($\sigma = 2.5$ cm), the largest one-$\sigma$ error according to the error propagation rule we are able to detect is approximately 3.2 cm. Therefore, although the small RMSE values support a clear trend towards GSD-level accuracy, the numbers are not statistically significant.

5.2 UAV-based RTK, Cross Flight and GCP Distribution

The second set of experiments has been conducted with the RTK-option enabled, i.e. the RTK-GNSS data attached to each image was integrated into the bundle adjustment according to section 3. As the airplane equipped with RTK-option was only available in area 1, the second area is omitted here. In addition to the configurations analysed in section 5.1, we also assess the result achieved without GCPs. From a practical point of view this variant is interesting, e.g. for disaster scenarios where GCPs might not be available, or any other near-real time application.

In Fig. 5 the respective RMSE charts for the RTK-supported bundle block adjustments are shown. First we observe that, similar to the experiments above, the relative change from the left to the right part, i.e. the influence of the cross-flight, is not really substantial, but visible, especially in the horizontal components which show smaller RMSE values for the cross configuration. More insight is available when different GCP configurations are compared. Even without any use of ground control the block accuracy is at an error range of 6.8 cm 3D RMSE when the cross flight pattern is used, and in XY the RMSE is below 5 cm. A closer look at the spatial distribution will help to understand the situation. In Fig 6, the XY residuals (green) are plotted in combination with height residuals (blue). The red scale bar in the left corner equals 10 cm. The arrangement of points is according to the given UTM-grid with cropped leading digits to leave the axis legend readable. The left plot in that figure is from the configuration: 4 GCPs, cross-flight, noRTK, while the right plot shows the same configuration, except for the fact that the RTK-option was enabled. On purpose we show the 4-GCP-configuration in order to be able to examine typical block de-

![Fig. 5: RMSE of residuals at check points in area 1 with RTK enabled. Left column: cross-flight pattern used, right: no cross-flight pattern used. GCP: number of ground control points used. The number of check points is 35, 31, 17 if 0, 4 or 18 GCPs are used, respectively.](image-url)
formation problems. The GCPs are distributed in the 4 corners of the block and in case no RTK is used (left plot in Fig. 6) the deformation, in particular towards the centre of the block is obvious. Closer to the GCPs those errors are reduced as expected. However, when we use the onboard RTK-option (right plot in Fig. 6), the deformation almost vanishes, and only in the southern part some Z-residuals increase to 8 cm.

Another important observation made in this second experiment show that the RMSE does not improve much with an increasing number of GCPs. For most configurations it is nearly constant. Here, once more we look at the error propagation. While for the UAV image block we assume a point measurement accuracy again of $\sigma = 2.5$ cm, the GCPs acquisition in area 1 was a bit more inaccurate compared to area 2, and we assume $\sigma = 3$ cm. These num-

![Fig. 6: Spatial plot of residuals, separated by XY- and Z-component. In both cases: use of 4 GCPs (black crosses), cross flight configuration, left: RTK-option disabled, right: RTK enabled.](image)

| Tab. 1: Horizontal / Z (3D) RMSE (cm) for all configurations as shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. |
|---|---|---|---|
| | No RTK (see Fig. 4) | | RTK enabled (see Fig. 5) |
|  | Cross | No Cross | Cross | No Cross |
| Area 1, no GCPs | ----- | ----- | 4.2/5.4 (6.8) | 7.3/6.7 (9.9) |
| Area 1, 4 GCPs | 5.1/19.6 (20.1) (Fig. 6, left) | 6.8/21.5 (22.6) | 4.0/4.6 (6.1) (Fig. 6, right) | 6.7/5.4 (8.7) |
| Area 1, 18 GCPs | 3.3/7.3 (8.0) | 5.4/8.1 (9.7) | 4.0/4.8 (6.2) | 6.4/5.1 (8.2) |
| Area 2, 4 GCPs | 1.8/2.4 (3.0) | 1.7/16.5 (16.6) | ----- | ----- |
| Area 2, 17 GCPs | 1.6/3.1 (3.5) | 1.7/3.3 (3.7) | ----- | ----- |
bers lead to a combined standard deviation of approximately $\sigma = 4\,\text{cm}$ of the differences. Although we see a trend in the RMSE values towards a better accuracy when more GCPs are introduced, we cannot evaluate the quality more reliably.

Tab. 1 summarizes the results for all configurations: the left columns show the non-RTK solutions from the last section, while the right hand side shows the results from this section with enabled RTK.

### 5.3 Impact on Self-Calibration

In this section we further analyse the parameters of the interior orientation, i.e. focal length and principal point offset. Radial and tangential distortion parameters are estimated as well. In our experiments, however, they do not differ significantly for the different setups. In the projective camera model used in the employed software a scale factor for the pixel aspect is estimated as well, hence there are actually 4 parameters: $p_x$ and $p_y$ for the principal point offset with respect to image centre, and $c_x$ and $c_y$ which are actually composed as $c_x = m_x f$, and $c_y = m_y f$, while $m_x$ and $m_y$ are scale factors in column and row direction, respectively, and $f$ the focal length. In Fig. 7 the values for $p_x$, $p_y$, $c_x$, and $c_y$ are plotted for all experiments. The values $c_x$ and $c_y$ are differences to the approximations derived from EXIF headers. The upper diagram is for area 1, while the lower one refers to area 2.

While the principal point offset does only vary in a random pattern and with non-significant size, we can observe a certain trend for the focal length. The variations are small; they are 10 pixels at maximum for area 2, which is
equivalent to $35 \mu m$. However, given the fact that in areas 1 and 2 the same type of camera was used, the variation in $cx$ and $cy$ is about ten times larger in area 2, compared to area 1. From this we might conclude that the actual estimation of the focal length is more uncertain in the flat area of Zeche Zollern (area 2), while in area 1 the flight configuration and surface variation helps to estimate a more stable set of parameters. Unfortunately, a deeper analysis of the statistical significance of differences observed in Fig. 7 or of correlations between was not possible, because Agisoft does not deliver precision values for the unknowns.

5.4 Synchronization of Sensor Observations: Remaining Errors

A very interesting observation can be made when estimated sensor locations from the GNSS-RTK approach are compared to the finally derived positions after GCP-supported bundle adjustment. The upper part of Fig. 8 shows a diagram which indicates the airplane speed during the operation, and in the lower part distances between GNSS-RTK-based and finally adjusted sensor positions are plotted. During the flight in area 1 it was quite windy and this is also reflected in the speed chart: UAV velocities vary from about 50 km/h to 95 km/h. The lower diagram indicates some

Fig. 8: Airplane speed as a function of time and difference in projection centre positions: GNSS-RTK solution vs. bundle adjustment using GCPs. Blue dotted line: average at 1.5 cm.
significant differences. The sign of the differences (offsets) alternates per strip, and the amplitude varies from 10 cm to 20 cm. The charts in Fig. 8 allow to argue that there is a certain correlation between the speed of the airplane and the observed offsets. Unfortunately, a rigorous analysis, e.g. by linear regression, is not possible because from the flight log the accurate time of image exposure cannot be retrieved. A possible explanation for the offsets can be a certain time gap between the position observation and the camera triggering. In order to roughly estimate the time gap a simple computation has been carried out: at a speed of about 55 km/h (15 m/sec) an average offset of 10 cm was registered, this means a delay of about 6 ms, while for the higher speed of 85 km/h (24 m/s) an average difference of 20 cm is visible, leading to a time gap of 8 ms. It must be noted that without more detailed sensor readings, e.g. also from the IMU and at sufficient frequency, a statistically sound analysis is not possible.

The absolute errors of 10 cm to 20 cm do not occur in the check point residuals, even if no GCPs are used (refer to Tab. 1 and Fig. 5). The 2D RMSE is about 4 cm. The explanation for this is the flight in regular strips and the change of heading of the airplane at the end of every strip. Thus, the absolute error averages out. Actually, the mean offset (see blue dotted line in lower chart of Fig. 8) is 1.5 cm.

6 Discussion, Conclusions and Outlook

Concerning the first objective of this research, which was to analyse the influence of a cross-flight pattern and the GCP distribution on the bundle block adjustment we saw a quite different behaviour in the two test areas. In area 1 the residuals at checkpoints, in case the images from the cross-flight were used, were of a similar size as in the case where only the images from the main flight were utilized. The main reason for this is probably that area 1 shows some natural height elevation changes, leading to fewer problems in self-calibration. This assumption is confirmed by the analysis of the internal orientation parameters: the variation of the focal length is negligible. However, the XY error is always a bit smaller when the second image set is used. Thus, we might conclude that the different flight directions contribute to a more accurate estimation of the principal point. Probably due to a lack of natural elevation differences in area 2, the positive effect the cross-flight pattern has onto the final accuracy is significant, first of all in the Z component. The relatively large variation of the calibrated focal length supports the assumption of an inaccurate self-calibration. When many GCPs are introduced into the bundle adjustment, the difference in RMSE between those two setups is not visible anymore: obviously the camera self-calibration improves or remaining errors are better compensated through the exterior orientation, respectively, when more GCPs are provided. Although the applied software does not provide statistic measures on the adjusted unknowns it is likely that the parameters of external and internal orientation are highly correlated. Thus, it is difficult to use self-calibration if the terrain is not undulated or cross-flight patterns at different altitudes are not possible. This might also influence the final accuracy. In those cases a well pre-calibrated (metric) camera should be used (Luhmann et al. 2015).

As far as the second aim of this paper is concerned, namely to quantify whether the influence of the integrated RTK-UAV workflow provides an enhancement on absolute image orientation accuracy, we can discuss some findings here as well. Because of the effects in conjunction with possibly less accurate 3D point measurements we cannot conclude on the absolute accuracy obtainable, however, we can make very important observations when we compare the different setups. Even if no GCPs are introduced, the accuracy in object space is better compared to the setup without the use of the RTK-UAV option, but with more GCPs enabled (the 3D RMSE is 1 cm smaller). From this, we can draw the conclusion that the absolute block orientation accuracy can be enhanced significantly by using the onboard RTK solution. Block deformation is a typical problem in UAV image blocks, especially when the block is not supported by well distributed GCPs. This observation was also made here, refer to Fig. 6, but the problem is mitigated considerably when using sup-
port through the RTK-option, at least in our experiments the block deformation was hardly visible in that case. Despite the competitive results obtained from the GNSS-RTK-supported solution we observed synchronization errors resulting in absolute positional offsets. In the regular image block these errors were obviously averaged out, but in less regular blocks or free flights those errors need to be considered.

From all these finding we can derive some important hints for the practice. First of all, if the terrain does not show much undulation we would advise to plan a cross-flight, at least in some parts. The inclusion of RTK-based image position observations into the UAV processing workflow turned out to have a very positive effect, in particular onto the height component. With our experiments we showed that even a UAV-RTK-only solution delivers results which are superior to the traditional completely indirect sensor orientation. In those cases, however, it is important to provide at least some check points with very high accuracy, e.g. as delivered through static GNSS, in order to be able to thoroughly validate the obtained results. This is especially important in the light of the detected remaining synchronization uncertainties.

In the future, we expect to see more RTK-supported UAV image processing hardware and processing pipelines. Typical applications fields like multi-temporal data acquisition (vegetation monitoring, building construction monitoring) would definitely benefit from the demonstrated accuracies that we obtained without the inclusion of ground control and that might be sufficient. UAV-based damage mapping is another field of interest (Ve- trivel et al. 2015). In some areas like forests GCP acquisition might not be possible, and if data from previous epochs or old maps are to be combined with new images, accurate georeferencing is indispensable. One of the next steps would also include the integration of such a RTK-GNSS device plus INS like the Trimble BD 935 in a rotary wing platform, potentially directly mounted at the gimbal, or even at the camera (Trimble Inc. 2015). If it were possible to also approximate the attitude of the optical axis, in addition to a precise position, we could expect at least a faster and more efficient camera orientation. Alsadik et al. (2013) already showed that the knowledge of approximate camera locations and viewing direction could decrease processing time tremendously and at the same time increase the overall reliability.
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